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 In process of the market-oriented reform, faced with a brand new situation, the 
tobacco industries of China have taken a great number of steps like the closure of 
small factories and the annexation of large ones, along with the union and 
recombination in order to take the challenges accompanied by China’s joining of 
WTO and WHO. Human resource is one of the core resources of modern industries 
and it tends to make special contributions to the relevant area. Therefore, how to 
enhance the efficiency of HR management and promote motivation, initiative and 
creativity of staff is the key issue to react to the reality and development. 
This article describes a traditional state-owned enterprise—Z cigarette factory 
(hereinafter referred as "Z") as the research object. It bases on brief introduction 
about the general layout of this study，elaborating the theories and methods of HR 
management systematically from the review of academic literatures. Furthermore, 
the problems of HR management in Z and the necessity of management innovation 
with the introductions of fundamental methods for innovation as well as overall 
design are also illustrated within the paper. Moreover , the paper expounds the 
content of the innovation, specific measurements and implementation processes by 
using questionnaire. 
This article provides some useful references for cigarette manufacturing 
enterprises in our country, guided by the modern HR management related theory, 
using the empirical analysis, questionnaire investigation method and system 
summary. The author has achieved the following results: 1. The author has proposed 
five HR requirements to support the strategic implement including, knowledge, 
abilities, attitudes, culture and performance; 2. The author has built up a HR 
management model named “155” ,which includes the development strategy, the five 
HR core elements, the five supporting systems ; 3. The author has revealed a general 















identification of the HR need, design of the HR management system, Promoting the 
implement of the HR management system, consolidation and improvement of the 
HR management system, sustainability of the development strategies; 4.The author 
has revealed the fundamental approaches of HR management innovation , people 
first ,paying attention to motivation, around the core, grasping the key , the overall 
plan, coordinated advance, transparence and fair, full participation , combining with 
practical, encouraging innovation. Meanwhile, based on the principle of practice and 
guiding practice, the paper has mentioned five aspects of proposal and the next step 
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第一章  绪 论 
第一节  研究背景及意义 
一、研究背景 












































































相关理论对 Z 企业变革进行定性研究。 
（四）系统总结法。运用归纳和演绎、抽象与概括等方法，由表及里，由
特殊到一般，构建 Z 企业现代人力资源管理模型，揭示 Z 企业实施变革的一般
路径和基本方法。 
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